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Introduction 

At the 16:th of February 1985, to the occasion of the philosopher Hans-Georg 

Gadamer’s 85:th birthday, the historian Reinhart Koselleck gave a speech entitled 

Hermeneutik und Historik, at the university of Heidelberg, to which Gadamer 

answered with Historik und Sprache – eine Antwort. With his Historik Koselleck 

presents a theoretical sketch of the conditions of history. Gadamer then tries to answer 

the question of how this Historik relates to his own theory of language and 

hermeneutics. 

 

Much has been written and said about Gadamer’s notion of hermeneutics and his view 

on langue. Also his view on history has been thoroughly discussed both among 

philosophers and historians. Less has been said about Koselleck’s notion of Historik, 

which is a concept that seems to have been somewhat in the shade of his other more 

talked about ideas. To my knowledge no academic work has yet been devoted 

exclusively to the Heidelberg lectures and the relation between Historik and 

hermeneutics.  

 

Purpose, Method and Question Formulation 

The purpose of this paper is to attempt an analysis and comparison of the two above-

mentioned lectures. In doing so I aim to discuss the following questions: What is 

central content presented in the lectures and what is the meaning of it? In which ways 

do they relate to each other, and in which ways do they contrast against each other? 

Are the positions of the two authors irreconcilable, or is a synthesis possible? And 

lastly, what significance does the historical context have for the lectures? 

 

The method suitable for answering such questions is of course purely qualitative, or if 

you will: hermeneutical. This means that I with the following text by no means claim 

to provide a definite interpretation of the lectures, on the contrary, my interpretation is 

only one of many possible, bound by my own historical situation. I have made no 

attempt to oppose or counteract this dependence. Instead, it is emphasized.  

 

The paper is divided into five parts. The first two parts are introductions to Gadamer 

and Koselleck. These are provided in order to put the two lectures in a context and 

thereby also give background knowledge relevant to the understanding of the lectures. 
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The introduction of Gadamer also includes an introduction to his notion of 

hermeneutics, as some basic knowledge of this is necessary in order to follow the 

Heidelberg lectures. In the third part, “Koselleck’s Historik”, is presented an 

interpretation of Koselleck’s notion of Historik, as he describes it in his lecture and as 

I understand him. In order to produce a readable text I have found it necessary 

paraphrase and summarize to a large extent. Though I have often refrained from 

quoting, as to avoid long and awkward translation from German. When a particularly 

central term is being used I have often felt the need to also provide the German 

original word in order to avoid confusion, especially if the translation that I have 

chosen is not the only possible one. I have also found it necessary to, at some 

occasions, go outside the lecture itself, and so hopefully provide the perspective and 

distance necessary for a meaningful analysis. The second part, “Gadamer’s 

Response”, follows the same structure as the first, but deals with Gadamer’s lecture. 

In the third and last part, “Historik and Hermeneutics”, I try to come to an 

understanding of how the theories presented by the two authors relate to each other, 

on which points they differ and on which points they share common ground. 

 

The source that I have worked with for this paper is naturally the lectures themselves. 

The lectures were published together in written form in 1987, two years after they 

were first given. For the biographical information I have made use of two 

introductory books. The information that I have gathered from them does however not 

so much directly to my analysis of the Heidelberg lectures, it is instead rather meant 

to provide relevant background knowledge. 

 

Reinhart Koselleck  

Koselleck was born in 1923 into a “Bildungsbürger” family. The “Bildungsbürgern” 

was a socio-economical class defined not only by their economical status as upper 

middle class, but also by their devotion to classical education. “Bildung”, as opposed 

to “Ausbildung”, does not primarily aim to educate for an instrumental purpose such 

as learning a specific skill or occupation, the Bildungs ideal instead emphasises 

lifelong self-cultivation through studies, of particularly the humanities. In his 

childhood Koselleck happily complied with these ideals and received a rich and fairly 

typical Bildungsbürger education. His father worked as a history professor at several 

universities around Germany, and the family moved along following the father’s 
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work. Although the parents for a long time did not sympathize with Nazi movement, a 

sense of Prussian pride was prominent within the family, and the appeal of anti-

Semitism and a pan-national Germany (Großdeutchland) and was not foreign to them. 

By the late thirties the father had converted and joined the SA. The young Reinhart 

had been a member of the Hitlerjugend since 1934, two years before it became 

compulsory.
i
 

 

In 1941 Koselleck was drafted into the German army. Between 1941 and 1942 he 

served in artillery in the Soviet Union. There he injured his foot in an accident and 

was subsequently transferred to serve in Germany and France where he, as part of a 

radio unit was responsible for instruments used to collect information for the aircraft 

(Luftwaffe) and anti-aircraft. At the end of the war he fought as an infantry soldier 

and in May 1945 he was taken as a prisoner of war by the Red army. Under soviet 

command he and his fellow soldiers were forced on a long march that ended with 

their arrival to Auschwitz, where they were put into work. Unsurprisingly, the fear 

they had for their lives as well as the chock from being exposed to the epicentre of the 

German war crimes made an immense impression on him. After a few of weeks at 

Auschwitz he was transferred to another Sovietian work camp where he was held in 

captivity for an additional fifteen months before being allowed to return to Germany. 

Well back home he enrolled at the university of Heidelberg to study history; a 

decision motivated not only by the tradition of following one’s father’s footsteps, but 

also from what he had experienced during and after the war; he wanted to understand 

the origins of the disaster he had witnessed first hand
ii
. At Heidelberg he came into 

contact with the theories of a number of academics that would have a profound 

influence on his own work. Among these were Gadamer (a professor at the 

university), the philosopher Martin Heidegger and the jurist and political theorist Carl 

Schmitt. Both the two latter were highly controversial figures at the time, due to their 

involvement with the Nazi party.
iii

  

 

Heidelberg University would later on also employ him as a professor, and so would 

several other schools do, for example the University of Bristol and the New School of 

Social Research in New York. Koselleck liked to view himself as an outsider to the 

German historical society, but never the less he had much success and appreciation in 

his academic career. Already his dissertation “Kritik und Krise” is considered an 
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important work. In it he studies what he calls the pathogenesis of modern society, that 

is, how the Enlightenment movement carried within it certain tendencies that would 

later bring about the crises of the 20:th century.
iv

 But perhaps he is most well known 

for his contribution to “conceptual history”. Conceptual history is, just as it sounds 

like, the historical study of the semantics of terms and concepts. The conceptual 

historian argues that the study of the linguistic context, that is, the change of meaning 

of terms, is an essential component to the understanding of a historical text. Between 

1972 and 1997 Koselleck worked as chief editor of a project called “Geschichtliche 

Grundbegriffe” (Historical foundational terms). The finished result is an over 9000 

pages long dictionary, meant to function as a reference tool to aid any historian 

wanting to acquire a comprehension of the historical semantics relevant to his own 

work.
v
 

 

 

Hans-Georg Gadamer  

Like Koselleck, Gadamer was born into a German middle-class family, in Marburg 

year 1900 to be precise. He grew up in the city of Breslau (now Wroclaw, Poland). 

Like Koselleck he also spent his childhood immersed in classical literature. However, 

unlike Koselleck's family, study of the humanities were not greatly respected in 

Gadamer’s home; his father was a professor of chemistry and considered disciplines 

such as philosophy as next to nonsense. His mother died of diabetes when he was 

only four years old, which of course greatly affected the young boy, and set the tone 

for a rather unhappy childhood
vi

.  

 

Despite his fathers many attempts to convince him to study natural science Gadamer 

went on to study philosophy at the University of Marburg, where he also went on to 

complete his dissertation at the age of 22. Shortly thereafter he relocated to Freiburg 

so that he could study under Heidegger, whose work he much admired. His relation to 

Heidegger would continue to be a complicated one; Heidegger never expressed the 

same interest in Gadamer's work, yet Gadamer was deeply influenced by Heidegger, 

and much of his work is to be understood as an answer to or development of what 

Heidegger wrote.
vii
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Gadamer did not have the same dramatic war experiences as Koselleck did. In both 

World War One and Two he was exempted from service on the grounds of poor 

health, in the latter case due to polio.  But of course no German went unaffected by 

these events. During the Second World War he held a professorship at the University 

of Leipzig, where he found the intellectual climate to be relatively free and tried to 

keep a low profile. In the post-war time also served as rector in Leipzig before he, 

after a shorter period in Frankfurt, accepted a position at Heidelberg.
viii

 Up until then 

he had not published much work, but at Heidelberg he began working on what would 

become his Magnum Opus “Truth and Method” (Wahrheit und Methode), released in 

1960. In the later part of his life he remained productive, even in old age, and had a 

flourishing career with much international success. 

 

In Truth and Method, as well as in other works, Gadamer developed what he is most 

known for, that is, his notion of hermeneutics.
ix

 Traditionally, hermeneutics means the 

interpretation of texts. How one is to define the term “text” is of course a matter of 

debate; some have understood it as exclusively written communication, often though 

the term is understood in a wider sense to include also verbal and other types of 

nonverbal communication. Originally the word “hermeneutics” comes from the Greek 

hermeneuō, which means translate or interpret. In the medieval period hermeneutics 

meant the interpretation applied to correctly understand the Bible. Indeed, still today 

bible-hermeneutics remain a rather large field, but from the early modern period and 

onwards the scope of hermeneutics has gradually become significantly wider. The 

tradition of philosophical hermeneutics that Gadamer built on but also criticized can 

be said to have begun with Friedrich Schleiermacher (1768-1834) and carried on by 

Wilhelm Dilthey. More than anything else however, Gadamer builds on Heidegger’s 

notion of Hermeneutics. 

 

According to Gadamer, hermeneutics is not a particular method that can be applied 

when needed, it is the fundamental mode in which we interpret and understand our 

world.
x
 It is by no means limited to texts in the sense of written language. On the 

contrary, hermeneutics is to be though of as universal, both in the sense that it 

encompasses everyone who has access to a human language, and in the sense that all 

real understanding occurs through hermeneutics. Hermeneutics is often conceived of 

as a circle, although Gadamer would perhaps rather use the words conversation or 
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dialogue to describe the relationship between the reader and the text (that which is to 

be interpreted). The idea with a circle as a metaphor is originally meant to describe 

how understanding is reached through a circular motion between the particular and 

the whole within the text; just as every (particular) letter is part of a (whole) word, so 

every (particular) word is part of a (whole) sentence, and so on. The particulars 

cannot be fully understood without constantly be put in to relation with the whole, and 

of course, the whole is nothing without the particulars. Gadamer emphasizes that the 

hermeneutical circle occurs not only within an isolated text but is in constant relation 

to its context. For example, if one is to correctly interpret a text about a football game, 

one must be aware of that there is such a phenomenon as football, otherwise the 

running around and kicking a ball will make no sense. Perhaps more than ever, this is 

evident when we interpret historical texts from a time and culture that is not our own. 

Gadamer reminds us not only that all texts are historically situated, but also that we 

must not forget that so is every reader. This means that I as a reader bring with me a 

historical context that will necessary influence the way in which I understand the text; 

if one has never heard about football one will surely interpret the event of a game 

differently. The word that Gadamer uses to describe this phenomenon is “prejudice” 

(Vorurteil). The word “prejudice” might not sound that good to modern ears (due to 

its common meaning in our historical situation), but Gadamer means it in its original 

sense, as a pre-judgement, not necessarily of slanderous kind. We carry all kinds of 

prejudices with us no matter what we do, it may be such a fundamental thing that one 

knows that if one drops a stone it will fall to the ground. Another example is our 

understanding of language; certainly we must have pre-judgements about the meaning 

of words, otherwise we would not understand them. 

 

The hermeneutic circle then, is to be conceived of as a dialogue between the text with 

its context and the reader with his prejudices. According to Gadamer, understanding 

occurs by in this dialogue coming to an agreement about the subject matter (die 

Sache) at hand. Gadamer describes this agreement as a “fusion of horizons”. He 

understands the word “horizon” in the phenomenological sense, that is, as the larger 

context or framework in which any particular meaning necessarily must take place. 

This means that meaning can only occur within a horizon, which is dependent on 

historical situations and our prejudices. There is one more essential component that 

makes up our horizon and that is our language; Gadamer holds that language is not an 
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instrument we use to understand the world; rather it is the medium through which all 

understanding occurs. If all understanding happens within a particular horizon it 

would perhaps seem that we arrive at a subjectivist and relativistic notion of truth and 

understanding.  Though Gadamer means that this is not the case, precisely because of 

the possibility of fusions of horizons, which allows meaning to be transferred from 

one horizon to another. However, since understanding only occurs within this 

hermeneutic dialogue it can never be final, as the horizons will keep on be forever 

changing.
xi

 

 

 

Koselleck’s Historik 

The German word “Historik” can be translated to the English “historiology”, that is, 

the study of history as intellectual discipline. With that being said, Koselleck takes the 

term in another direction, and I therefore think it more appropriate to stick with 

German in this case. Instead of deliberating anymore on the general meaning of the 

concept of Historik, I also find it appropriate to go directly to Koselleck’s 

development of the concept in his Heidelberg lecture. In it he begins by explaining 

that Historik, as opposed to history, does not deal with the actual empirical histories 

(Geschichten) but rather with the conditions (Bedingungen) of possible histories.
xii

 

Historik studies how and why histories happen, as well as how and why histories 

should be told and studied.  

 

To locate the preconditions of possible histories Koselleck sees it necessary to turn to 

Heidegger and his book “Being and Time”
xiii

. In that book Koselleck sees how 

Heidegger began to develop a theory fit for his purpose. In Being and Time Heidegger 

develops his notion of “Dasein”. Literally the term translates into “there-being”, but 

what Heidegger is referring to is the human experience of being. In simplified terms 

one could say that he is talking about our subjective experience. At the very core of 

Dasein Heidegger finds our temporality. With that he means not only our constant 

experience of time but also our situatedness between birth and death, as well as the 

awareness of this situatedness. To illustrate this awareness of our finitude Koselleck 

quotes pope Innocent III: “we are dying as long as we are living, and first when we 

stop to die we stop to live”
xiv

. From there Heidegger goes on to explain a number of 

other factors that he understands as important to our Dasein, including nation/people 
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(Volk), heritage (Erbe) and loyalty (Treue). These categories Koselleck is not as keen 

on. He explicitly says that this is because of the political connotations that they carry 

after the Second World War. Here I do not think that we should interpret Koselleck's 

distanciation from Heidegger as attempt to be politically correct or to stay clear of any 

guilt by association. Rather, the events of the war has to Koselleck, as well as to the 

public, genuinely rendered nationalistic concepts such as these intellectually fruitless.  

 

Although Koselleck rejects much of the content in Heidegger’s theory he still stick to 

the basic structure of it, that is, he aims to disclose the preconditions of possible 

histories through studying the fundamental conditions of human experience. 

Koselleck is however clear with pointing out that the conditions of histories are not 

parallel to subjective experience. Histories are, on the contrary, always based on 

intersubjective relations and communications in the form of human interaction. 

Heidegger would probably agree to this, but his subject matter is rather the conditions 

of human experience than the conditions possible histories, and perhaps he is thereby 

guilty of letting individual overshadow the interpersonal. Koselleck therefore views 

Heidegger’s analysis of Dasein as a correct point of departure, though in need of 

additions and alterations if it is to form the basis for a Historik. In particular additions 

that emphasises the interpersonality of histories are needed. The additions of to 

Heidegger’s temporal analysis that Koselleck suggests are a number of 

anthropological categories that Koselleck consider transcendental to possible 

histories.
xv

 The categories tend to be presented in the form of oppositional pairs. 

These are discussed below, one by one. 

 

1. The first category is an addition to Heidegger’s above-mentioned notion of 

“being towards death”, namely the possibility of killing through an act of 

violence (Totschlagenkönnens). He conceives of this category as an 

oppositional pair consisting of the having to eventually die (Sterbenmüssen) 

and the possibility of killing.
xvi

 

  

2. The second pair is directly related to the first and is clearly borrowed Carl 

Schmitt. It is that of friend and enemy.
xvii

 Koselleck points out that the 

definition of friends and enemies has been very present as long as history can 

trace. Also without this pair our histories would not look anywhere near the 
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same. He also mentions that even the Christian call for loving one’s enemy 

takes this dichotomy for granted.  

 

3. Also the third pair is very much related to the two former. It is the division 

between inner and outer.
xviii

 What he means by these are the various 

boundaries that decide who is included and who is excluded. The clearest 

example is perhaps that of geographical boarders, but many forms of human 

relations falls into these categories. There is another oppositional pair that 

Koselleck conceives of as sort of a sub-category to inner and outer, and that is 

opposites of public and secret. 

 

4. The fourth category does perhaps not so much come in the form of a pair. 

Instead Koselleck uses the word “generativity” (Generativität) as yet another 

transcendental category to provide the foundation for possible histories.
xix

 But 

he points out that essentially the same concept has previously been developed 

under the name of “natality” by the philosopher and Hanna Arendt, another 

student of Heidegger. What he means by generativity is biologically speaking 

the human reproduction. But his main point here is how every new generation 

is shaped by the experiences more or less unique to that generation, and how 

this is a driving factor in history. He uses the pair of parent and child to 

describe the phenomenon of generativity. Perhaps mainly to make it fit in well 

with the rest of the text. 

 

5. The last pair is that of Master and subordinate (Herr und Knecht), or above 

and underneath.
xx

 This division is to be recognized from Hegel and Marx, 

among others. Of course also these categories come in various ways, such as 

weak and strong or rich and poor. These relations occur not only on a personal 

level but also on various macro-levels; Koselleck takes the example of the 

Sovietian super-power versus the participants in the Prague spring movement 

in 1968 to show what he means. 

 

Koselleck is clear about the fact that these categories are by no means the only factors 

that have the potential to shape histories. On the contrary, he says, every individual 

requires specific factors of many various kinds to come about. What he sees in his 
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oppositional pairs though, are factors that are constant throughout history and to 

which the people of all times find themselves subjects; subjects not only receptive to 

the conflicts and tensions created by these pairs, but also as acting subjects forced to 

try and deal with these tensions and conflicts. It is the latter, he says, that drives 

histories forward.
xxi

  

 

Koselleck begins the second part of his lecture by asking himself how his Historik 

stands in relation to Gadamer’s hermeneutics.
xxii

 Indeed, he says, our linguisticallity is 

one of the fundamental categories that make histories possible; he has only left it out 

of the discussion this far to now discuss it more in depth. The question of how 

Historik relates to language is clearly the reason why he has chosen this particular 

occasion to present his theory, and so discuss it with a prominent philosopher that has 

language as his specialty. 

 

As discussed above, to Gadamer all understanding comes through language. 

Koselleck's main issue that he therefore wants to discuss is: how do his transcendental 

categories (that exist both within and outside of language) relate to hermeneutics 

(which occurs within language)? His first answer to this question rhetorical; he says 

that Historik refers to what is outside of language, and hermeneutics then refers to the 

understanding of these things. Although he admits that there is something to this 

explanation, he considers it to simple to be the whole truth. He also admits that it 

would be possible, from a hermeneutic standpoint, to dismiss his Historik as merely 

one of many possible Historiks, and that it through its linguistic nature, really is not 

more than a linguistic construction. But, he says, just because it is linguistically 

constructed, and its roots can be traced to other linguistic constructions, does not 

mean that it is trapped within language and hermeneutics.
xxiii

  

 

To try and resolve the problem he takes support in two important claims made by 

Gadamer.
xxiv

 Firstly, that even though our understanding of the world is transmitted 

trough language, the hermeneutic circle is not closed in the way that it refers only to 

language. On the contrary, hermeneutics means bringing the things themselves (die 

Sache) into language. Although it seems that Koselleck has his doubts about the 

extent to which this is possible. Secondly, he says that history differs from disciplines 

such as theology and law in the sense that the historian is less bound to the text that he 
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studies. The job of the theologian and the lawyer is to extract the truth out of their 

studied texts, but for the historian it is different, his text refers only to that which lies 

outside of his text and cannot be fully grasped by it. But, at the same time, language is 

the only way in which history can be constructed. Koselleck emphasises that history 

is something that is an ambivalent term that must be distinctly separated into two 

different meanings. On the one hand we have the textual history that is constructed by 

the historian, and on the other we have the actual historical events exterior to 

language. The former is to some extent trapped within language and the latter to some 

extent escapes it; “history itself … is not rational, rational is by the most the analysis 

of it“
xxv

. In other words he views textual history as a rationalization of the actual 

historical events.  

 

What he means by that history is a construction is not only that the linguistic nature of 

it necessarily makes it a (linguistic) construction, but also that writing history means 

to write about various tendencies and relations that are not directly present in the 

sources but generated through constructive analysis. Furthermore, he points out how 

the historical significance of sources and text changes with time. Therefore writing 

history often means coming to conclusions that could never have been reached in the 

period written about. As an example of how the meaning of a text can change through 

the occurrence of historical events he uses Hitler’s “Mein Kampf”.
xxvi

 When it was 

written, he says, its meaning was not the same as after Auschwitz. And again, the 

events of the Holocaust (for example) cannot be fully grasped by either this text or by 

any posterior analysis of the events. Koselleck does not deny that some history can 

and should be written exclusive through the analysis of texts. But, he says, one must 

make a distinction between this type of history and the type that recognizes that 

certain events cannot be fully captured by texts or any kind of language. It is the latter 

type that his Historik concerns.
xxvii

 

 

Before he gives the word over to Gadamer he ends his lecture by again asking how 

Historik relates to hermeneutics. Is it enclosed within it or can it be differentiated 

from it, and if so, to what extent. 
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Gadamer’s Response 

Gadamer begins his speech by declaring how honoured is by the celebration of his 

birthday, and in particular by that Koselleck, a friend and old student of his, chose this 

occasion to present his thesis. He says, however, that it will not be easy for him to 

provide an answer to the questions that Koselleck has raised. Indeed he says he cannot 

provide an answer in the straightforward sense of the word. He also makes clear that 

his answer (Antwort) should not be understood as a “Gegenwort”, that is an “against-

word”. But, he says, his attempt to formulate an answer, as any answer, brings an 

attempt to determinate meaning (Sinnbestimmtheit) into the open of the “horizon of 

questions” (Fragehorizont). And although meaning will never actually be determined 

in the sense of being final and unchangeable these attempts that make up what we call 

thinking, and together take part in an ever-ongoing dialogue.
xxviii

 Statements such as 

these might sound vague, but Gadamer’s reason for using this type of language – 

which he does through large parts of the text – is likely in order to emphasis and 

illustrate his hermeneutic approach.   

 

He goes on by recognizing the validity in Koselleck’s using of Heidegger’s theory as 

a point of departure. He also recognizes Koselleck’s need to develop own his theory 

in a direction departing from Heidegger’s. He sees this as somewhat parallel to his 

own philosophical and aesthetic theory; also he began with Heidegger but has found it 

necessary to go his own way.
xxix

    

 

Early on in the lecture he says something, almost in passing, that can nevertheless be 

understood as one of the very essences of his position, namely that “only in 

conversation do we reach the subject matter” (“nur im Gespräch an die Sachen 

herankommen”)
xxx

. Despite the simplicity in this statement there are two aspects that 

cannot be emphasised enough. Firstly, that it is only through conversation that we can 

reach the subject matter; and secondly, we can actually reach the subject matter.  

 

Koselleck has with his transcendent categories pointed to the historical and 

anthropological importance of factors that he considers to some degree unattainable 

for language. As Gadamer holds meaning to be only possible through the medium of 

language these aspects are, to the same degree that they are unattainable for language, 

to him in a sense rendered devoid of meaning. Though by no means does he deny the 
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importance Koselleck’s categories; on the contrary he admits that we live in a world 

full of non-sense (Unsinn) and madness (Wahnsinn). But, he says, it is the fact that we 

are living in such a world that makes the search for and finding of meaning (Sinn) the 

perhaps most impressive human feat, as well as our most important challenge.
xxxi

  

 

To demonstrate the unique importance of language Gadamer goes back to the 

beginnings of philosophy and discusses what Aristotle had to say about the 

subject.
xxxii

 It is clear that Aristotle’s position in this respect is the same as 

Gadamer’s, and is so being used as a medium through which Gadamer can present his 

own views.  Aristotle is the one who coined the famous definition of the human as an 

“animal rationale”. This is of course generally conceived of as meaning that what sets 

us humans apart from the rest of the animals is our rational ability. But Gadamer 

claims that it is evident, when one reads the original Greek texts that Aristotle’s 

“rationale” refers not so much to our ability to reason as it refers to our ability for 

language. Even though other animals have their ways of communication through 

more or less basic language Aristotle views our advanced language as the most 

decisive factor that make us different.  

 

But it is not only language itself that is important, but also the things that come out of 

language. Gadamer describes how language opens up a space of freedom in action 

and intellect.
xxxiii

 He does not deny that we, just as the other animals, are largely 

driven by biological needs and dispositions. But, he says, this space of freedom 

presents possibilities that are unique to us humans. He understands these possibilities 

as in first hand intellectual, but in extension our theory is also constantly put into 

practice. His point here is that linguistic thoughts become decisions that manifest 

themselves as actions. These actions in turn are those that history is written about. 

The roots of, and conditions for, history can always be traced back to language, and 

history is therefore a product of language not only in the sense that it is told or written 

in and by language, but also in the sense that that which it is written or told about 

originally comes out of language. 

 

Strongly related to, but nevertheless distinct from language, Gadamer through 

Aristotle presents another fundamental characteristic that we humans receive through 

our “logos”, namely our sense for time (Sinn für Zeit). Also that is something that sets 
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us apart from other animals he says; we, unlike them, have the inclination to 

consciously plan ahead. Furthermore, Aristotle says that we have a sense for right and 

wrong. This does not mean that there is such a thing as an absolute right and an 

absolute wrong that we humans have a naturally accurate sense for. Gadamer instead 

describes “right” as essentially being the order and boundaries created by humanity, 

and “wrong” meaning transgression of this order and these boundaries. In this realm 

he locates Koselleck’s oppositional pairs, for what is friend and enemy, inner and 

outer etcetera, if not created orders and boundaries? Of course neither these are fixed; 

who is a friend and who is an enemy, what belongs and what does not, as well as what 

is right and what is wrong is constantly being hermeneutically reinterpreted and 

redefined and thereby reshape our world.  And these factors are, as Koselleck has 

described, very much the things that constitute histories. Gadamer agrees to this, but 

also in this manner points out how he sees these conditions of possible histories as 

well as the histories we know as necessarily intertwined with language.
xxxiv

   

 

Gadamer regards having language and having history to be at the very core of human 

experience. He therefore recognizes the legitimacy in Koselleck’s attempt to with his 

categories map the anthropological foundations of history. But, he says, they remain 

just that: categories and concepts, that is, linguistic phenomena and a form of 

hermeneutic understanding.
xxxv

 To Gadamer, hermeneutics is not only concerned with 

texts, such as the theological, juridical and historical examples discussed by 

Koselleck, it encompasses all forms of understanding. History is by necessity a form 

of understanding, and so always linguistic in nature. Following from the fact that 

history is a form of hermeneutic understanding is the fact that history cannot, for 

Gadamer, ever be fixed or final; history is instead constantly rewritten and retold. 

 

 

Historik and Hermeneutics – a comparison  

The first thing I would like to do in this section is to briefly discuss the historical 

context of the texts as this can provide a valuable contribution to our understanding of 

them. One thing that is important to take into regard when studying Gadamer’s theory 

of hermeneutics is that it was developed in the more rigidly scientific and positivistic 

intellectual climate of the mid twentieth century, and that it therefore can in many 

ways be seen as a reaction against this. Today Gadamer’s hermeneutical approach has 
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considerable influence over several academic fields and may perhaps sometimes 

strike the reader as not very novel or even obvious, but we must then remember that 

he wrote for an audience of another time. It is also interesting to note that Gadamer 

was brought up in a home where all academia that was not strictly scientific was 

regarded as nonsense and that he thereby perhaps also was reacting against his father. 

But now is not the time to explore any psychological explanations of his theory 

further. I do however think it is fair to assume that he, with his hermeneutical theory, 

aimed to loosen up the academic rigidity of the time, and that this was a contributing 

motivator in his writing. 

 

When talking about the historical context of the twentieth in Germany there are of 

course a few events that must be taken into account, perhaps the most important one 

being the Second World War. It is therefore not unlikely that this event has 

significantly influenced the not only the two authors personally, but also their writing. 

Keeping in mind that Koselleck described his war experiences a major factor behind 

his decision to study history it is plausible that they also influenced his academic 

work. One way that this can have manifested itself is by Koselleck’s focus conflict. In 

fact all of his oppositional pairs more or less revolve around conflicts. Some of them 

do so very explicitly, such as friend and enemy. But also when he discusses categories 

that could be described in other ways he often chooses to emphasise the conflictual 

aspect of them. This is the case when he discusses the “over and under” relations and 

takes the Prague Spring as an example of what he means, rather than some more 

harmonious hierarchy. The same is true when he discusses “generativity”; instead of 

talking about the continuity between generations he sees the historical importance of 

generativity to be primarily of a conflictual nature. Here he again uses 1968 as an 

example, when the first generation that had not experienced the war first hand 

confronted and rebelled against those who had. Since he views his categories as 

providing the very foundational phenomena through which history is generated he 

consequently also must consider conflicts to largely be what drives history forward. 

Not once in his lecture does he lift forward any elements of consensus and the 

importance that they might have in providing the conditions for possible histories. 

The Historik that he presents gives the impression that he views history as to a large 

extent being generated through a Hobbesian state of war of all against all. 
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Another conflict that was very present in both the historical context and personal lives 

of Koselleck and Gadamer was that between east and west. This conflict was perhaps 

more present than anywhere else in Germany, where the border between the two was 

situated. It does not seem unreasonable that the very real and concrete presence of this 

conflict also had an impact on Koselleck’s theory. There is yet another way that the 

totalitarian regimes of both Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union can have made its 

mark on Koselleck’s writing. Both the Nazis’ use of nationalistic myth and Soviet’s 

claim that history was on their side must have shown him the dangers of a totalitarian 

and one-sided account of history. Perhaps this is, at least partly, what has made him 

often emphasise the plural nature of history. Getting away from what the idea of one 

unified grand history that can be seen in for example Marx and Hegel was something 

that he actively strived for in much of his writing
xxxvi

. An expression of this will 

towards plurality can be seen in how he in his description of his Historik refrains from 

even using the word history (Geschichte) in singular but instead always talks of 

possible histories (Geschichten). 

 

By always emphasising the importance of conflict over that of consensus Koselleck 

takes a position if not opposite Gadamer’s then at least strongly differing from it. Fore 

as previously touched upon Gadamer regards a form of agreement to be at the centre 

of his hermeneutic theory of understanding, that is, a form of consensus. The 

agreement that Gadamer is talking about is an agreement about the subject matter (die 

Sache) between the parties taking part in the hermeneutic dialogue. It is, according to 

Gadamer, only through this agreement that truth and understanding can be reached. 

Of course the conversational partners coming to this agreement need not be two living 

people actually talking to each other, but can be for example a “conversation” 

between a reader and a text. Furthermore he sees this agreement being made possible 

by the “fusion of horizons”, a concept that perhaps does not necessarily have a 

consensual nature but nevertheless requires a certain form of cooperation and builds 

on continuity rather than disruption or conflict. Just as Koselleck always seem to 

favour the conflictual aspects even when the opposite would also be possible so 

Gadamer favours the consensual. It would for example theoretically be possible to 

instead conceive the hermeneutic dialogue as a conflict between two oppositional 

parties trying to dominate one and other. However, this is not what Gadamer has 

done. 
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The central difference of opinion between Gadamer and Koselleck that permeates 

their whole lectures is concerning the question of the potential and reach of language. 

Koselleck sees language as unable to fully grasp his transcendental categories, and 

regards this to be one of the very central problems that historians need to keep in 

mind. Gadamer sees language as our only way to actually reach an understanding of 

the subject matter (in this case history) and therefore in extension also as the 

foundation of and fundamental condition history. Perhaps their difference of opinion 

in this question can be traced to their emphasises of conflict and consensus. If not, it 

at least further strengthens their respective choices of emphasis. Koselleck sees the 

relationship between his categories and language to some extent as a conflict that 

cannot be fully resolved, whereas Gadamer sees this relation as hermeneutic and so as 

essentially conditioned by a form of agreement.   

 

Though the two theories should not be seen as only opposing each other. A similarity 

between them is that they share certain elements in their scope, method and structure. 

As we have seen they both use Heidegger as a point of departure. What that means for 

their theories is for one thing that they both seek to understand the conditions of 

history through a form “Dasein” analysis, even though they do not use this 

Heideggerian term. From this point of departure they do however go in quite different 

directions; Koselleck focuses at various interpersonal anthropological phenomena 

largely through a macro-perspective, and Gadamer is in this respect staying closer to 

Heidegger and focuses on human experience more through a micro-perspective. To 

put it in simplified (or perhaps vulgarized) terms, that Gadamer and Heidegger would 

likely not approve of, one could say that they aim to study our subjective 

understanding of history rather than attempting to study history objectively, which is 

something that they rightly consider impossible. Although neither Koselleck should 

be accused of attempting to formulate some sort of objectivism as also he seeks to 

understand the conditions of history through studying the conditions of human 

experience.  

 

Ultimately Koselleck’s view of the limitations of language makes his position 

irreconcilable with Gadamer’s hermeneutics. Though the importance of the conceived 

limitations of language is arguable, in my opinion his theory does not stand or fall 
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with it. Apart from this difference of opinion the differences between their texts are 

differences of focus rather than opposing or contradicting statements; Koselleck 

focuses on pre-lingual categories whereas Gadamer sees these as extensions of 

language. Despite their differences Koselleck’s Historik and Gadamer’s hermeneutics 

could actually compliment each other quite well. In the case of a hypothetic synthesis 

between the two hermeneutics could be working as a meta-theory for Historik, and 

Historik could subsequently provide a hermeneutic meta-theory for history. The two 

theories do have certain things to offer each other. For example, it is evident that 

Koselleck makes use of a hermeneutic attitude when he discusses the meaning of 

“Mein Kampf” before and after the holocaust, that is, in hermeneutic terms, he 

discusses how the interpretation of the book from within a contemporary horizon with 

contemporary prejudices necessarily differs from any possible pre-holocaust 

interpretation. What Koselleck’s has to offer Gadamer’s hermeneutic theory is just 

that which Koselleck aimed to do in his lecture, that is, development an understanding 

of the conditions of possible histories. 

 

As already mentioned, is interesting to view the two theories and their attitude 

towards language on the background of the twentieth century intellectual climate. In 

particular in relation to the “linguistic turn” that dominated the philosophical debate 

for much of the century. The linguistic turn was in essence a turn of attention towards 

the importance of language in philosophy and the humanities. Some of the more 

famous representatives of this turn are Philosophers such as Ludwig Wittgenstein 

Michel Foucault and Jacques Derrida. Although Gadamer’s theories are radically 

different from any theories of these writers it is nevertheless reasonable to assume that 

his hermeneutics is partly a result of this intellectual trend. Also Koselleck seem to 

have been deeply influenced by the linguistic turn when keeping in mind that he is 

most known for his “conceptual history”, and devoted a large part of his career to 

linguistic history. This fact make it all the more interesting to see how he with his 

Historik so to say turns against the linguistic turn. 

 

Summary 

In Heidelberg 1985 the historian Reinhart Koselleck gave a lecture with the title 

“Hermeneutik und Historik” to the occasion of the birthday of the philosopher Hans-

Georg Gadamer. In response to this Gadamer answered with a lecture entitled 
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“Historik und Sprache – eine Antwort”. The purpose of this paper is to analyse these 

two lectures, compare them to each other, and discuss the importance of their 

historical context. 

 

In Koselleck’s lecture he develops his own notion of a “Historik”, that is, a form of 

historiology or meta-history. With his Historik he does not aim to study empirical 

history itself, but instead the conditions of possible histories. He locates what he 

considers the most central of these conditions in a number of historically 

transcendental categories that together make up five oppositional pairs. The five pairs 

are the following: 1: the possibility of killing and the inevitability of dying; 2: friend 

and enemy; 3: inner and outer; 4: parent and child; 5: Master and subordinate. He 

does not view these as the only factors that generate history, but he does see them as 

categories that have always been very present in the histories that we know and also 

always must be taken into account when studying the conditions for future histories. 

 

The reason why Koselleck has chosen the occasion of Gadamer’s birthday to present 

his Historik is so that they together could discuss the relationship between Historik, 

language and hermeneutics; the latter two being fields in which Gadamer is a 

prominent authority. Koselleck questions history’s traditional position as a text-bound 

discipline and goes on to describe how he sees the above discussed categories as to 

some extent always evading language; to Koselleck the conditions of possible 

histories are largely pre-lingual and unattainable for language. Lastly, he asks 

Gadamer to reflect upon the relationship between Historik, language and 

hermeneutics. 

 

Gadamer sees having language as that which, more than anything else, sets the human 

species apart from other animal species. He also sees having history as being an 

essential part of the human experience, and he agrees about the validity of 

Koselleck’s categories. But, Gadamer sees history as fundamentally being a result of 

language. Not only in the sense that all written or told history necessarily comes in the 

form of linguistic construction, but also in the sense that the actual events that history 

is written about in extension are generated by language. This means that he also sees 

Koselleck’s categories as encompassed within language and hermeneutics. 
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The theoretical positions presented in the lectures share a number of similarities. They 

both draw explicitly on Heidegger, and both Koselleck and Gadamer have seen the 

need to reinterpret and develop his theory. More concretely this means that they both 

aim to study the conditions of history through an analysis of human experience. The 

ways in which they do this do however differ from each other. Koselleck tends to 

focus on interpersonal relations and in particular relations of a conflictual nature. 

Gadamer on the other hand focus more on how we interpret the world, and describes 

this in a more harmonious fashion. The difference in their opinions can arguable be 

tied to their different biographical histories. These differences in focus should not be 

viewed as contradicting each other, and a fruitful synthesis of the two positions is not 

inconceivable. Only on the most central issue of the discussion do they fundamentally 

disagree, and that is the question of the potential of language. Koselleck understands 

the conditions of history as ultimately escaping language whereas Gadamer see 

language to be the fundamental condition of history. 
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